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Woodstock Minor Ball Association (WMBA) 
 
Wranglers Uniform Policy 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Purpose: 
 
The WMBA Wranglers uniform policy supports recognition of the program both within and 
outside of the city in an easily identifiable, respectful and consistent fashion.   

 

Policy: 

1. A WMBA Wranglers (travel) uniform consists of white pants (Easton Rival White with 
Red Piping), red socks, red belt and red ball cap with white WMBA Wranglers logo (New 
Era 3930), all supplied by WMBA.  The official Wranglers jersey (Majestic Cool Base 
Washington Nationals practice jersey) must be purchased by the player, parent or 
guardian at the authorized supplier of WMBA team uniforms.  If a player already has an 
official Wranglers jersey from a previous season, it can be worn for subsequent seasons 
provided it is in good condition, fits properly and matches the current Wranglers jersey in 
style and color. 
 

2. If agreed to by players/parents/guardians and coaches alternate jerseys/undershirts can 
be purchased for the team at the official Wranglers supplier however these 
jerseys/undershirts must be selected from the pre-approved colour and style choices.  
Please see the approved supplier for guidance 
 

3. Alternate Jerseys/undershirts, if intended to be worn for games must have the players 
number on the back of the jersey.  The front of the jersey must have the WMBA “W” in 
the same location as the official jersey.  For Red alternate jerseys see fig 1 for an 
example of the “W”.  For Blue alternate jerseys see fig 2.  For consistency, the official 
supplier will be instructed by WMBA regarding the size and position of the Wranglers 
“W” and the size and font of the numbers on the back. 
 

4. Teams wishing to purchase a second set of pants must ensure they match the current 
style and colour scheme of those supplied by WMBA and be of equal or greater quality.  
For example if the supplied uniform pant is white with no piping then the second set of 
pants must be the same.  Different coloured or styled pants are not acceptable with the 
exception of closed or open hem bottoms 
 

5. Additional socks or belts may be purchased.  The colours must match those provided by 
WMBA  
 

6. Second hats may be purchased by individual players but they must be the same as 
those provided by WMBA and purchased through the official WMBA uniform supplier. 
 

7. Player names can be added to the back of player jerseys above the numbers only in a 
prescribed font.  The cost must be absorbed by the player or team. 
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8. Hats may have the players number embroidered on the centre-back of the hat along the 
bottom edge with a pre-designated font at the players/team expense. 
 

9. Fig 3 can be added to any jerseys on the left sleeve. 
 
 

10. Teams not abiding by these policies may be subject to disciplinary action. 
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